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RICHIE HAVENS DIG THAT

Story by Ed Byrne and Tom Paine
Photos by George Young and Don Orifice
Richie Havens was coming and I'd spent a long
week performing all the menial but necessary
duties that a member of the Concert Committee
gets roped into - driving tickets to Portland,
placing ads in papers - always aware of the
esthetic effect of a poor turnout (its nice to be
padded by a big pocketbook).
Despite all the trials of preparation, Friday
came as Fridays always do and having settled an ad
agreement with an Augusta paper, 1 returned to
my room and the sound of Havens' Stonehenge.
The voice I heard was as only one man can sound
as I became lost in artist's comments on the record
jacket. Reading the signature, Richard P. Havens, I
slouched back in a chair, listened to the words and
thought to myself, this guy is going to be a helluva
lot different from "Sly Stone getting laid between
questions," posed by a Rolling Stone interviewer.
Our caravan of VW's (plus one Pohtiac and a
Chevy van), rolled up to the terminal building at
the L.A. airport (Lewiston-Auburn not Los
Angeles) and immediately conjectures as to
Havens' first impressions began to fly (which is
more than can be said of most of the winged
contraptions they have out there).- We milled
around at the one and only main gate, talked, met
a lady with a Ph.D. from Berkeley, a Baltimore
Orioles fan who doubles as a Lewiston
businessman, waited, checked with the dispatcher,
waited, watched the clock, waited some more,
watched the sky (and tree tops), and as it began to
get later and later, reflected on the future of

Executive Airlines. The plane finally arrived,
taxied forth, stopped, and the passengers
disembarked. A few freaky-looking people strolled
by and everyone flashed hesitant smiles not sure of
who was supposed to meet who. Then the last
passenger walked towards the gate carrying a
chest-high white staff and a satchel full of books.
He grinned and offered a soft but firm hello.
I was right about Stonehenge. From then on it
was great people, great music, and an incredible
rap session.
Ed: How was your trip?
Havens: Just executive trans treetops.
HAVENS: Lewiston is all right - it's really nice up
here - it's quiet. You know coming from a crazy
place, that's a good thing. If you don't come from
a crazy place it's hard to appreciate quiet.
TOM: Do you know what you are going to do
tonight?
HAVENS: I always decide on stage. Always, I
can't do it any other way. Feel it. Feel the people
- they know what they want to hear - they don't
even have to tell you - they can feel it. I've been
doing this for seven years only missed one gig cause it was snowing - it covered up the sign and
we didn't know where the hell to go - so they
cancelled and we showed up about fifteen- minutes
after Martha (& the Vandellas) was supposed to go
on. And every body split - SPLIT!!!

ED: Do you know if your music is going to
become more gospel, more jazzy, more rock, etc?
HAVENS: No it's always everything, I sometimes
sing songs that sound gospel, sometimes jazzy they sound like all kinds of music. All different
kinds of sounds. The sound itself appeals to
different people. You can talk about the same
thing to everyone but they won't take it unless its
covered with their kind of cover on it. That's the
wierd thing about people. They need a different
cover for the same words in order to identify with
it - sometimes - so you do what it feels like.
ED: This (pointing to his VW) is the closest thing
to a limosine we could find!
HAVENS: (as he folds his 6'4" frame into the
back seat) That's ok - you get in a big car like
that and everybody's lookin at you sayin who's in
there! I can't stand that kind of stuff. I let
everybody else tide in the limo and I follow in a
cab. They have a stationwagon and a limosine - I
jump in the stationwagon. I can't dig that kind of
nvrroom!!!... stuff (as the motorcade hits

Consumers
Gather Momentum

(continued on page 5)

oy Karen Olson
Students will try to establish a Public Interest
Research Group to support environmental and
consumer issues in a state-wide campaign during
the next two weeks.
Groups from Bates, Colby, Bowdoin, the
University of Maine Law School and the
University of Maine at Portland and at Orono will
participate.
A week-long period of publicity and guest
speakers is planned to educate the school on
PIRG's purpose. It will be followed by a petition
drive to determine student support.
About 12 Batesies are currently helping the
om
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state-wide meeting in Portland Monday night.
Bates will host the next state-wide conference next
Thursday in Chase Hall.
Ralph Nader originated the PIRG concept two
years ago while trying to involve students in public
issues that would ordinarily be too complex for
them to attack successfully.
Steve Atlas, a Washington Nader's Raider, spent
last week touring Maine colleges and talking to
interested students. Maine and New Hampshire are
the only New England states without PIRG, and
Atlas feels a Vermont-type group might work well
hpre
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The first step toward insuring that Bates publishes a literary magazine this year has finally been taken.
Incongrous as it seems, it is only with this week's election of an editor that the Garnet has at least nominal
guidance. In a way this is encouraging. But after last year's fiasco when the Garnet did not appear at all and
the irresponsibility which is evident in the recently distributed yearbooks, it seems that closer scrutiny is
needed to assure that the less visible publications live up to their intended purpose.
The built-in organ to accomplish this task is the P. A. board. Unfortunately, many students do not even
know what the Publishing Association is never mind what its actual duties are. As a result, last year the
Garnet died, the editor of the STUDENT was not elected until the last week of short term, and the
yearbook was left to its own whims. Furthermore the P. A. board's constitution is so ambiguous that no
one seems to know what its real duties and powers are.
It is clear that the P. A. board must establish precedents in many areas. First, it must get the Garnet off
the ground perhaps by stimulating interest through the English department. Second, checks on all three
publications should be implemented to insure some standard of quality. Finally, it must decide and define
its by-laws more clearly in order to establish a better understanding of problems that will necessarily come
up in the future.

by Valerie Smith
On Thursday, September 21, I attended my
first Women's Awareness meeting. Since it was
only the second time the group had met this year,
its objectives were still mainly organizational.
Nevertheless, I was somewhat disillusioned by
what I witnessed. The mood of the group could
only be described as enthusiastic; however, the
vigor was for the most part misdirected. The topics
of discussion ranged from a lengthy debate on the
disadvantages of calling the group W.I.S.E.
(Women in Search of Equality) to possible changes
the group could enact on campus.
Part of Women's Awareness' newly-drafted
constitution provides for sub-groups whose
purposes would be to branch out from WA and
seek solutions to problems related to women's
rights. Consequently, sub-groups were formed for
the following functions (to mention only a few):
to call on certain companies to stop their use of
sexist advertising, to work on abortion reform in
Maine, to find workers for the Lewiston Day Care
Center, to plan a Consciousness Week and to
investigate the procedures for hiring women for
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administrative and teaching positions on campus.
Ms. Christine Holden, a History instructor, and
Natalea Balivet, Assistant Dean of Students, were
in attendance, as well as Leslie Miller, a Bates
graduate of the class of '72 who is now working in
the Registrar's Office. My assumption was that
Miss Miller was addressing the group for the
purpose of recounting difficulties she had had in
finding jobs because of her sex. However, she
pointed out that she had never been refused a job
because she was a woman; upon graduation she
found that she was "over-educated and
under-skilled" and hence was unable to find
employment except on campus. This problem is
one faced by male and female students alike; and
not only by Bates alumni, but by those of most
small liberal arts colleges as well.
The solution to this sort of difficulty will not
be met by educating only women as to
post-graduate career and educational opportunities
as some individuals at the meeting contended.
Information of this sort should be made more
available to men and women so that there will be
fewer cases like Miss Miller's - that is. Religion
majors looking for jobs as waitresses or office
workers. She maintained that she was looking for
work to tide her over for a year after college. Too
often, however, graduates who are seeking careers
end up settling for these "one-year stands."
WA's next meeting will be tonight, at 7:30. The
projected agenda will include the election of
officers, treasurer and "chair-person," and the
appearance of more Bates alumnae who will relate
their experiences in looking for jobs. Hopefully, in
this meeting and in those in the future, WA will
achieve the momentum and direction needed by a
group whose aim is to make the college aware of
social infringements on women's rights.
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The organ recital by Miss Cherry Rhodes, last
Sunday, was met with enthusiastic response both
from the campus and the community at lar^e. The
event was another in a long series of cooperative
programs between the College and Saints Peter and
Paul parish. The College appreciates the kind use
of the church and its fine organ for this impressive
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by Chris Nielson
The Experimental College at Bates begins its
schedule of weekly classes with Organic Gardening
on Wednesday, Oct. 4. Sponsored by the C.S.A.
office, the experimental college is run by, and in
response to, the student body.
The idea of offering practical, unusual, even
whimsical courses for enjoyment's sake crystalized
last year. In the college's first round, classes met
one night a week and lasted as long as interest and
information held out. Witchcraft, Buddhism,
Photography, Computers, and Law seminars were
conducted on campus.
An experimental college draws out both
student and local talent, utilizing them in areas
otherwise untouched in regular academic life. To
date there are two courses in addition to the
Organic Gardening course which are tentatively
being offered: Bartending, and a repeat of the law
seminar. However, as many courses as there are
willing instructors can be incorporated into the
program. Anyone who has a particular talent, from
■mechanics and repairs to gourmet cooking is
encouraged to contact Joe Glannon or Chris
Parker.
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Dr. James Luthy will conduct the Organic
Gardening course Wednesday nights at 7 P.M. for
twenty weeks - eight now and twelve in the
spring. Dr. Luthy holds a Ph.D. in bio-chemistry
and is a strong believer in the ecological necessity
of organic farming. He is the certification
chairman for the Maine Organic Foods
Association, and presently attending the Eastern
States Organic Farming Conference. Last year Dr.
Luthy conducted an organic gardening seminar at
Purdue University, which, in addition to regular
classes, maintained an experimental garden plot. A
course designed for those interested in better
gardening methods, ours will be the first organic
course in the state.
The entire concept of this extension of the
college is flexible to the student's needs; but it
needs student support to succeed. If you want to
offer a course or know one you want offered,
speak up.

by Karen Olson
The Green Glob looks like it's here in Lake
Andrews to stay, according to the Maintenance
Department. Weeds and algae have cast a murky
pall over the reflecting pool for several years, but
this year's crop is apparently the densest yet.
"Mechanically it's almost impossible to do
anything," says Al Johnson, director of
maintenance. "To use chemicals, we'd have to get
a license from the state, which we probably
wouldn't get since the drainage empties into the
Androscoggin River."
"Last summer they went out in boats and
cleaned off the top stuff," adds Joe Glannon,
Assistant Dean of Students. "But the only thing
that might work permanently would be to drain it,
scrape it and line it with something." And even
that plan isn't foolproof, according to Mr.
Johnson. The lake would have to lie empty and
dry for several weeks before a bulldozer could
navigate the mulchy bottom, and equipment rental
rates would be prohibitive. And the Glob would
probably return in several years anyhow. Cables
and cutting tools have also been tried: "The stuff
is thick, green, wet and gooey, and it slips right
through all our devices," Mr. Johnson complains.
The biology department, with special help from
Prof. Robert Chute, has studied Lake Andrews and
concluded that the growth is perfectly natural.
Nutrients and fertilizers are washed in
continuously from nearby fields, street drains,
roofs and underground steam lines.
"The lake is too lively. It's not pollution - it's
exactly the opposite," Mr. Johnson describes.
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Beat Left

by Russ Erickson
Imagine yourself standing before a gargantuan,
towering mass of glacial rock reaching a mile
into the sky. Imagine a forest of green patched
with faint yellow and red. Imagine a panorama of
green mountains and blue lakes stretching to the
horizon.
For 28 Batesies and Dr. Karl Arndt on the
Outing Club's Katahdin trip this past weekend,
imagination was not necessary to create the
preceding scene. The sight of Mt. Katahdin and the
surrounding peaks was reason alone to make the
trip. Yet there was more to come.
The expedition was well planned, well
executed, and tremendously blessed by clear
weather. Friday everyone and everything was
transported by car to Abol Campground at the
foot of Mt. Katahdin in Baxter State Park, Maine.
Everyone had arrived by 9 p.m. that night.
Supper was proceeding in a fairly orderly
fashion when a bear suddenly invited himself into
our camp. Despite numerous vociferations from
our group, the bear persisted. The bear was finally
scared off with the help of the campground ranger.
The next day out, Saturday, the mountain was
ascended. Three groups were formed. One group
started on the west side of the mountain,
proceeding on the Hunt trail. After they had
reached Baxter Peak (elevation 5,267 ft.) the
group continued down the Knife Edge, a
precipitous, rock-covered ledge extending sharply
down Baxter Peak.
A second group began on the east side of the
peak. The climb started at Roaring Brook, then up
Chimney Pond trail to Chimney Pond, a shallow
pond tucked beneath the ominous Knife Edge and
Baxter Peak. From the pond the group headed up
Saddle Trail, then Hamlin Ridge trail to Hamrin
Peak. From here the group set out for Baxter
Peak. After lunch on top, the descent was made
via Hunt and Abol trails.
A third group of four elected to climb the hard
way - straight up. They traversed "Chimney
Wall", a rock wall rising almost vertically from
Chimney Pond to Baxter Peak. The four who
made the climb were Bruce Bates, Ed Pokras, Karl
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Schneider, and Chris Stockard.
The view from Baxter Peak seemingly stretched
in every direction for 500 miles. Everywhere there
were sparkling lakes with mountains rising
gracefully from their shores. Because of the
exhilirating vista, the descent was a lot more
reluctant and slower than the ascent. There was
plenty of time to get down, and the weather
stayed magnificent.
On the second night the bear decided to visit
the campground again. This time the ranger had
set a live trap in camp. About the time everyone
had gotten to sleep the bear entered the trap and
door slammed shut. Immediately it started banging
on the side of the cage. Not too many people were
asleep after that.

Freund Opens
by Tom Paine
"Grades are useless. Evaluation aids growth
only if it concerns how much a student actually
learned in the course. So stated Dr. Richard
Freund in his lecture Monday night on "Education
and Growth; The Liberating Arts." His lecture was
the first of four to take place this week and next
week on the Nature and Future of Liberal Arts
Education.
"Education should be defined as nourishing
growth, not as leading out of the darkness". The
word education comes from the Latin word
educato - to nourish. So the model education is
one that includes growth, because growth is the
essence of learning.
"The primary function of a liberal arts college
is to facilitate growth". The college has to be an
ecological system; that is, it has to promote
growth. Liberal arts are the arts that make you
free. They should, in a perfect system, allow you
to expand and grow.
"A teacher affects how a student, when he
starts teaching, will teach." The instructor has to
h, . model The student who doesn't have a style

at Katahdin

Many other animals were sighted in camp and
on the trail. A few people were fortunate enough
to see some moose, while others spotted deer. Red
squirrels were in abundance, and a rabbit or two
was seen. Also, the mythical "hopping mouse"
appeared many times in camp.
Perhaps the worst part of the trip occurred
when the people drove away on Sunday. The sight
of Katahdin gradually disappearing in the distance
was enough to sadden anyone. Still, there's always
next year, and the mountain will always be there.
To look at Katahdin then you would never know
that the BOC had climbed it, or that anyone ever
had. It would seem that the gargantuan mass of
rock had made more of an impression on the
members of the OC trip than they had made on it.

Lecture Series

of his own will simulate his teacher's style. If the
teacher is a good model, the student will know
what to strive for. The instructor is like a gardener.
The gardener doesn't grow flowers, he tends them.
The teacher doesn't grow the students, he gives
them the resources that will aid their growth.
"Actually, the professor can keep grades, if he
needs a shortcut method of evaluation." The
subject of grades was the one that livened up the
question and answer period. Dr. Freund believes
that evaluation should concern where the student
started in the course, so if there are any grades,
they should be just for the teacher's and student's
use.
"The future demands self-directed learners,
who can cope with changes." High schools are
offering more and more introductory classes that
colleges used to offer. Graduate schools are
demanding more specialization. The colleges are
left to perform the job they should. They should
teach the student how to live in the world today,
hojvto^eself-tauelujru^opewitlichan^

"Self-directed education facilitates growth." If
a person has had a self-directed education, he can
cope with change. When a change takes place in his
field of work, he can teach himself any revisions in
his job. Dr. Freund believes that college is-where
the formation of a person's habits on the job
should take place. Growth should be stressed. It is
the hardest thing the student will ever do, but it is
also the most important.
The second lecture in the series will take place
tonight in Chase Lounge. It is entitled "The
Liberal Arts: An Heretic's Opinion" by Dr. Robert
Kingsbury. The third lecture is scheduled for
Monday, October 2. "Humanism and the Future
of the Liberal Arts College" is a lecture by Dr.
Lewis A. Turlish. The last of the lectures, on
October 5, is "Bates College and the Search for the
Liberal Arts" by Dr. James Leamon.
Monday, October 2
"Humanism and the Future of
the Liberal Arts College"
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(continued from page 1)
the road for the Holiday Inn). Today's been a
really, WIERD day cause we've been rappin about
- something happened this morning, very political
small politics between agencies and people who
want to do something nice. It gets so bad, man
cause people that are supposed to be doing things
- right - they're getting paid for that - never do
things right.
ED: Did you have to devise a new chord system
since you use the open E tuning?
HAVENS: Yeah! I just - ah - I sort of found it.
Cause I couldn't play what I wanted to play if I
didn't. It took me about two years to find out
how to play a minor. I used to tune it to a minor
and then I couldn't play a major, things had to be
totally minor songs. Then one day I found out
how to do it from that day on I found about
twelve more variations and chords. It's really fun
- without the politics it's allright.
TOM: Will you do any of your own material
tonight?
HAVENS: Not really I hardly ever do any of my
stuff because all my stuff kinda talks about a
specific thing or attitude. My attitude is a little bit
strong for a lot of people. Either they don't
understand it or make believe they don't
understand it. They are very afraid to face realities
that do exist. I don't know. I
sometimes it
depends really on the audience - I might just sing
Dylan songs
I haven't done it in a while but
sometimes audiences call for Dylan. Not that they
say it but that they really need it. Most of the
songs that I wrote have a certain degree of
relationship between things — whether its God and
man or man and man
man and children - or
man and woman.
ED: A lot of performers, like Sly (and the Family
Stone), resent being asked to do certain songs by
the audience, how do you feel about this?
HAVENS: The thing is you got to know when to
do it and when not to do it
there are certain
times when you can do something that is just as
good and let them know that that is just as good
or let them know that that is what they really
want. It's not particularly that song sometimes, as
it is that feeling
a lot of people like certain
feelings and they call it out in the name of a song.
It's identification - I feel that the people that call
out certain songs - they really came to hear just
that - so I sing the song I like and I go home. It's
wierd. Sly's been blowin it a lot - a lot of people
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don't expect him to show up he's been doin it
for two years - they figure he'll keep on doin it
that way - you pay your money - sit there for
four hours - they play two songs and split!
ED: Do small audiences bother you at all?

HAVENS: Nah, I used to work in coffee houses in
Greenwich Village singing for one guy - one guy
there you know, just because there's three people
out there you can't sing soft - you have to sing
the way you sing - it's always the same - I have
to feel it the same way whether it's one or two
- thousand - million - whatever, it's always the
same feeling. The thing about it is three people can
benefit as much as a thousand. Sometimes even
more cause it's concentrated effort. If it's only
three people those three have to carry that weight.
So they feel really bad if the group's really good
and no one's there to see it. That's the weight they
carry.
TOM: This must be quite a letdown after
Woodstock.
HAVENS: The first concert I worked in with a lot
of people was the Newport Folk Festival — there
was about 18,000 people - the first time I came
out on the stage and saw that it freaked me out
but every time after that I saw that many people it
always looked like there - not any larger or any
smaller just a lot of people. The first thing you
gotta know is that out of all these people out there
there are really only twelve - that's the whole trip
- there are only twelve regardless of how many
people show up. That's all. Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra - you know what I
mean? That's it. We all react and conform the
same way. When you learn that it ain't so hard. It's
not a million people it's twelve and they're all
friends. It helps - believe me it really does.
ED: Is the Village still the proving ground for
upcoming performers?
(cont on page 8)
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Live From

Story by Jeff Goble
Photos by Jeff Goble
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Tel Aviv is not the most modern city in the world
as illustrated by this rail scene.
For the past two years, whenever I have had to
sign a guesi book, I have always hesitated before
penning in my address. I was brought up in
Virginia, a good solid member of the Union
(neglecting a couple of years of slight disagreement
with national policy) and so I am proud of my
state. But two years ago my folks were transferred
to Tel Aviv because my father was assigned to the
American Embassy there.
Along with this move came a change of address
which baffled me and played havoc with those
people concerned with paperwork. The house in
Virginia was only being leased, so it was still ours,
yet the family was living in a place alien to me; a
place called Herzilyya Petuach. But they called it
home.
I knew this to be a temporary set up, but no
one else seemed to accept that fact when I filled
out forms or address books. Being a reasonably
bright college kid I solved my dilemma by signing
my address as Vienna, Virginia whenever I was
asked in Israel, and by claiming my home to be
Herzilyya, Petuach, Israel whenever asked in the
States (If you don't believe me, look at the register
the next time you're at Tuckerman's Ravine). I
mean, why would anyone keep a guest book unless
he could occasionally boast someone from some

exotic place, and I'm the obliging type.
In the summer of 1971 1 found myself on the
way to Israel. I guess it finally hit me that I was
actually going to the Middle East when I boarded
an Air France flight in Paris. We had been searched
by security in New York and later in Paris. But to
see the plane being guarded by six men, armed
with automatic weapons, drove home the point.
It was a five hour flight from France to Lod
Airport in Tel Aviv. We set down at 6:30 p.m., and
it was already dark. I was to find out later that this
is due to the fact that Israel does not go onto
Daylight Saving Time.
My initial impressions were confused. Not only
had it gotten dark very fast (remember, this was
the Holy Land, and you could not be too sure
what might happen), but there were a great
number of soldiers around; kids my age, but all
armed, which tends to make one a bit edgy.
Early the next morning I found that even
though the sun set early at night it rose even
earlier the next day. At 3:45 it was daylight I
found myself to be suffering from that jet age
malady... I was still on New York time and for me
it was still 10 p.m. yesterday evening
I tried to get another hours sleep but soon quit
that, got up and went exploring. Five hundred
yards behind our house lay some sand bluffs which
dropped down to a sandy beach and the Med
(everyone who is in calls it the "Med.") To the
northwest, breaking the line along the heights, was
a mosque. It was here that the crusaders had once
manned a fortress which was overrun by the '
Moslems. The conquerors pushed the castle into
the sea and build a mosque upon the ruins.
I hiked over towards the structure. As I neared
it I could pick out the foundations of the castle. A
large pillar lay awash in the ocean. Bits of pottery
and glass were scattered throughout the entire
area. Examining the bluff from the beach, I was
amazed to find it composed almost entirely of pot
chards!
Here, I thought, was a tremendous archaelogical
find! Where was the expedition to excavate the
site? Why had they missed it? I might even be
famous for finding it if they had missed it.
In the weeks to come I began to realize that
sites such as this were common in Israel (like
finding snow in Maine during the winter and trying
tj^e^yiatiy^xcitec^bouHL^s^riatterof

fact, there were so many sites in Israel that trying
to construct a road in the country was a major
hassle. One was bound to hit several sites, and
they had to be examined by state archaeologists
to ascertain their relative importance before any
construction could even begin.
I rapidiv became callous to these sites, although
I' picked up enough pot chards and glass to keep
my distant relatives awed for years (Oh, this...why,
it's only a piece of Crusader pottery (true)which I
just happened to have been sharp enough to find
(bull). It's probably several hundred years old at
least (true), but I can part with it" (otherwise I'll
throw it out.)
Tel Aviv was nine kilometers south of us.
Because our country does not recognize Jerusalem
as the capital of Israel, the U.S. Embassy is
situated in Tel Aviv. The city is flat and lies on the
coastal plain along the Med. My sister informed me
that the name means "Hill of Spring," but I never
could find the hill.
The city itself holds little of interest. It is an
example of an urban area that grew without any
real thought given to planning. Streets run for a
while, then disappear, only to pick up again a
couple of blocks over. My brother once gave
directions to a motorist trying to find an Einstein
Street. Kevin had seen the street sign some three
kilometers out of Tel Aviv, and figured the
motorist was hurting and proceeded to direct the
man. Two days later while passing through the
same area we found a second Einstein Street two
blocks from where the motorist had sought aid.
Oh, well, things like that are par for Tel Aviv.
There are two things worth viewing in Tel Aviv.
The first is the Carmel Market, which is supposed
to be one of the world's largest open air markets.
It is here that the kibbutzniks bring their produce
to sell. Merchants have shops here; little stands
crowding together in this large lot. The place is
jammed with people, donkeys (still a major form
of transportation), trucks, cars, and the noise is a
symphony of languages.
You see people of all races here, all haggling
over prices. You also begin to realize what the
word poor means in regards to people elsewhere in
the world. 1 once saw two men arguing about the
price of a second-hand coat. They were fighting
over five "grouch"...a bout two cents American.

Female soldiers were frequent
ly seen, in Israel universal
conscription is the rule.

TEL AVIV/.,

An air raid shelter sign
serves as a constant remind
er of Israeli-Arab tensions.
The other interesting spot was the Old City of
Jaffa. Here I ventured into the flea market where
again I found the small shops open to the streets.
It was here that I learned how to bargain for my
prices.
"What you want?"
"I would like to buy a kefeeya (Arab headwear.)"
"How much?"
"Twenty pounds this."
"Twenty pounds!" (You must reply in an outraged tone.) I'll give you two."
"Two," the owner repeats (also in an outraged
tone... but don't be intimidated.)
"This finest Damascus work! Ten."
"It is sure fine work, but it is still too
expensive. Four."
"No sell."
"O.K." (and this is where you get him...you
walk away, headed about ten feet across the street
to his competitors.)
"O.K.! O.K.! I sell for five."
"Fine." And you calmly walk back with the
money.
The city to see isJerusalem, and the best way to
go is by train. They are inexpensive, punctual, and
a good way to meet people. You wind your way
across the coastal plain, into the foothills, and
then finally into the mountains where Jerusalem is
located. The ride takes about two hours, the train
stopping along the way.
There are various ways to pass the time. While
waiting at one station I noticed a good looking girl
in an Army uniform. She was waiting on the
platform; I smiled and she smiled back, so I
continued to admire, figuring some female
company might be nice, seeing how I was a
wayfarer in a strange land.
Sorting through my best opening lines, none of
which was in Hebrew, (as a matter of fact, I knew
about fifteen words in Hebrew and the same
number in Arabic), I was about to ask something
profound like "Does this train go to Jerusalem?"
(ignoring the fact that there was only the one set
of tracks for miles around) when up walked
someone she obviously knew (which I astutely
deduced because she kissed him and not me.) The
guy was also in the Army, which was evident from
•he Uzi machine gun he had slung across his
shoulder. At that point I decided a strategic

withdrawal to be in order, declared diplomatic
immunity and deferred to the Uzi, I mean the
other guy.
The Old City of Jerusalem is an anacronism. It
is a holdover from times long past. People still
maintain lifestyles that can be read about in the
Arabian Nights. Donkeys, horse-carts, and camels
crowd the narrow streets. Wares of all conceivable
types are displayed on the ground, on tables, and
hung in the air. Women, Arab and Eastern
Christian and Jew, travel along the streets, veils
covering their faces.
The Old City assaults all your senses. The smell
of spices fills the air as you pass one shop; fresh
picked oranges spill onto the narrow street from a
dumped cart; an Arab with a waterpipe sits in a
doorway. The life in the Old City is always
changing.
Located here is the Wailing Wall, the Jewish
holy site, and just a few hundred feet away is the
Dome of the Rock, where Moslems pray. The
cultures merge here to form a distinctly Eastern
atmosphere.
The new city of Jerusalem lies beyond the
massive wall that encompasses the Old City. You
pass out of a gate and you are back in twentieth
century Israel. The city lies on several hills, and
during the winter, due to the elevation, it
occasionally snows.
The Kenneset (the Israeli equivalent of the
Capital) occupies one of the hills. It is a beautiful
combination of modern architecture,
incorporating the classic lines of the Acropolis.
Across a small valley on an adjoining hill is the
south campus of Hebrew University. Here, housed
in a snow white flying-saucer shaped building, are
the Dead Sea Scrolls. You could spend weeks
exploring both the Old and New Cities of
Jerusalem and the surrounding area.
During my 1971 visit I spent my last few weeks
in Israel up in Haifa. I had signed on to a grain
freighter, and was living on board. This afforded
me a fantastic opportunity to explore this city. I
would do my work for the day, catch an afternoon
swim off the side of the ship, and ride the pilot
boat into the harbor in the evening.
Haifa sits up on a mountainside and is
considered provincial by the Israelis. Life seems a
bit slower here, which seems to be a paradox, for
this is a major port.
The city boasts Israel's only subway, built by

A Russian freighter seen from
our ship in the Straits of
Gibraltar, carrying oil to the
Baltic Sea from the Arab world.
the French. It runs up the mountain and is a
considerable legsaver. There are two cars which
start out at either end of the line. There is only
one section of double track, and the cars are timed
so as to pass each other at this point. Because the
track is inclined up the mountain, you can get in
the rear of the car and look back down the tunnel,
watching the second car disappear down the
mountain.
Ships from all over the world unload here.
Grain being imported is stored in the giant Dagon
silo down by the wharf area. Grain is literally
vacuumed out of a ship's hold and transferred to
the storage area.
At night, from the harbor, the mountainside is
alive with lights. One can foTlow cars up the
mountain, threading slowly to the top. My last
glimpse of Israel was from the afterdeck of the
freighter as we sailed out one moonless night.
Haifa blazed away at us until it sunk beneath the
horizon, and we were left with the stars.

An Arab Masgue in Tel Aviv. The entire area is a mixing
bowl of Moslems, Jews and Christians.
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(continued from page 5)

■PREP AND JUNIOR HALU ■

ZZZ^

We Think you'll like our new setup!
We've combined PREP and JUNIOR HALL
and are presenting a great collection of clothes
for guys and gals
All in a separate shop at Benoit's.
HAVENS: No, it's not the same any more. They
don't have places to work like they used to years ago they had maybe eight, ten, twelve coffee
houses that were working places and you could go
from one to another and do your thing without
any hassles. But now there's maybe two with folk
music and that's semi-rock and semi-folk. It's not
there any more.
ED: Do you have to go through a certain ritual to
get psyched up for a performance?
HAVENS: Never. We just go in the dressin room
.and sit around and rap - play a little bit then go
on stage and play some more. They never even
know what I'm goin to play, the cats that play
with me, they just play. We rehearsed nine years
ago. I'm not kidding you. I found out something
about rehearsal and that is you do it until you
learn the song and then you can't rehearse it any
more. Once you've learned it there's no sense in
rehearsing it any more because it's there and it's
growth will only come from you doing it on stage
in front of people and the vibes will change
according to the people. Rehearsal is just to
perfect your knowing of the song not the song
itself.
(Upon reaching the infamous Holiday Inn, and
unfolding out of the back of the bug.)
HAVENS: "Up until yesterday I didn't even know
I was coming to Lewiston! Far out!
TOM: Shocking news, eh?
HAVENS: SHOCKING!!!
HAVENS: (in the room) Really, if you travel, turn
on the television first. It lets you know right where
you are. You buy a newspaper and the TV. If its
educational television, you KNOW where you are.
If it's like soap operas, you KNOW where you are.
I went to a town and for each station they had
soap operas for FOUR HOURS! I KNEW where I
was.
(TV
blips
on)... outasight. .. pink
television!
Let
me
see. .. click,
click,
click. .. that's the movie.. .click .. . this guy
(Merv Griffin) is bad guy, bad guy... click... ah,
news. .. click, click, click.... not bad - movies news - and - bad guy. As far as rap programs go
(Mike) Douglas is the best and I figured out why.
It's because he's in his own home town - he don't
have to put on no airs - he lives in Philadelphia,
born in Philly, raised in Philly - no airs, man you get Johnny Carson born in Nebraska and he's
in New York - same with Merv Griffin and all
those other guys
No airs, man - no airs
- out of all people there are only twelve. . . It's
not a million people - it's twelve and they're all
friends. It helps, believe me it helps... "it's a long
way from my home!"
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Check it out.

A.H.BEKOIT & COMPANY,

LEV.'ISTON,ME.

Open
BOB
CHECKING
at the
BOOK

NOOK

Your
CAT
ACCOUNT
bank

DEPOSITORS TRUST

39 Lisbon St.

Conveniently located at:
Spring Street - Auburn
Northwood Park, Sabattus Street
and Lisbon Street in
Lewiston

Lewiston, Me. TeL 782-0833

McDonald's Guide to the care
and feeding of the student body.

Tht Hamburg*'
To make eaimg s^pte. start wiih
the basics A pure bee'patt>e on a
saiis'ymg bun Uncomplicated
and good

French Ffie*
Coc«Col«
With sandwiches. Of alone Of wiih Bubbly ley Soothes ana refreshes
friends Being lightweight, as well
the throat, mouth, and mind
as crisp and Iresh. they re portable
Coots the lummy.

Code*

Filet 0 Fish
Tasty white filet Special sauce
Lettuce A delicious bun
Something different to keep the
Stomach Irom gelling bored

II can keep you' eyes open Thais
pretty important in classes
cramming, or slaying up pasi
yoj' bedtime

Big Mac
For those wiih big appetiies Two
beef patties lettuce cheese, a
special sauce, and a iripie decker
sesame seed bun

Hot Apple Pie
Lois of apples <n a cusp, delicate
cusi ti selves as a cu*e for
homesickness Keep one under
your pillow to' 8 'ale nighl snack

Milk Shake*
Chocolate. Strawberry, and. of
course, your basic Vanilla Cool.
smooth, at home m any body

1240 Lisbon Street
Lewiston

<aW*h*\
*ft*>.•4V**
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In the course of a game,
your skate is punished
by sticks, skate blades
and pucks. So you need
a skate that can take it
a skate made by
Daoust.
Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot
is made of high quality
materials — like finest
Kangaroo leather —
chosen for strength and
durability. Inter-lined
with ballistic nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leather provides
all-round foot protection.

The rigid box toe is
guaranteed. And on top
of all this... the Daoust
fit — the ultimate in
skate comfort.
Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform under pressure,
a skate must perform
under punishment.
and Daoust skates do
just that. An example is
the Daoust National 300
— illustrated above.
Before this skate leaves
the plant in Montreal,
the blade is tested for
strength and resistance

on the Rockwell scale.
It must register a reading
of 58 to 60 — guaranteeing the DAOUST standards
of excellence.
With over 75 years of
experience, DAOUST has
created an impressive
line of skates — ranging
from the superb National
300 to the rugged Junior
Pro ... the skate for the
future superstar.

The official skate of the
National Hockey League
Players Association.

The skate
that made
Montreal
the home
of hockey.
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Graf Leads
Harriers

Panthers Maul
Cats 42-7
A high powered Middlebury College attack
devastated an outplayed Bates 11, 42 - 7, last
Saturday at Garcelon Field. The opener for both
clubs proved to be the Bobcats most humiliating
defeat since the Parents' Weekend game of 2 years
ago when AIC, lead by Baltimore Colt Bruce
Laird, romped 61 - 12. It was a classic example of
the Dutch boy pulling his finger out of the dike,
after holding the water back, unable to prevent an
avalanche of water.
Well for one period Bates was like the little
Dutch boy holding back the flood. Middlebury
opened up the scoring on a 21 yard Doug
Cramphin to Terry McGuirk pass at the end of
period I. But a well-executed 15 play, 71 yard
Bates drive tied the score when Paul Scacca
scooted into the end zone from the 2. Ralph
Bayek's conversion made it Bates 7, Middlebury 6.
But the boy could not hold on any longer as
the Panthers came right back to score on a 2 yard
blast by Charlie O'Sullivan following a 41 yard
Cramphin to Phil Pope pass. The dike really
overflowed later in the period when a Middlebury
punt was fumbled at midfield, enabling the
Panthers to put another on the board before
halftime, with Cramphin going in from the one.
Many felt that this fumble turned the game
completely around. Halftime left Bates a 20 - 7
deficit.
The second half was pandemonium for Bates
replete with fumbles, interceptions, and lack of
hitting. Middlebury scored 3 times on 1 Jim
Williams run of 5 yards, and 2 pass plays, one a 3
yarder from Cramphin to John Coleman, the other
a 33 yarder from Pete Mackey to Williams. Final
score, Middlebury 42, Bates 7.

photo by Jim Bunnell

Stormin' Norman

The First Annual Bates International
Invitational Cross-Country Meet resulted in a win
for visiting Dalhousie University of Halifax, Nova
Scotia. The Bates team finished second overall,
ahead of New Brunswick University, Bentley and
Nichols. (If you haven't figured it out yet this is
definitely going to be a straight article.)
The Bates team effort was led by Norm Graf,
who ran his best time ever on the 4.85 mile layout
to place fourth overall. A quartet of Bates runners
iced the second place finish when they placed
ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth. The runners
were freshmen Bruce Merrill and Jim Anderson in
the ninth and tenth slots while two seniors Lloyd
Geggatt and Joe Grube placed eleventh and
twelfth. The sixth and seventh Bates runners were
Bob Chasen and Russ Keenan in the fourteenth
and fifteenth places. (Well that's the story on the
Bat^s scorers. There is more but then excuses
never changed a score.)
What can I say, other than the fact that the
team is incredibly strong at this point and should
get stronger. Dalhousie flew in by airplane and
proved themselves deserving of first class
transportation by being one of the finest teams the
X-C squad has faced since 1970 when they met a
powerful UVM squad at home.
Saturday the runners face another strong test
when they run Middlebury and Colby at
Middlebury.
Maybe nexj week the article and the team will
fare better. (It better, or the Chief will cancel my
contract.)

782-7351

83 Lisbon St.

782-7389

Lewiston, Me.

Maine's Leading Fashion Store

72 Lisbon Street - Lewiiton, Main*

The One and Only

photo by Steve Lamson
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Marty Welbourn tightens up defense.

To the tune of William Tell
girls' archery gets off to
a flying start.

KITTENS ROAR
Ann Donaghy rallies
round the court.
Research Groups (continued from page 1)
Professional investigators such as lawyers and
scientists form the activist end of PIRG. A
state-wide student board decides who to hire and
what issues to study. Campus PIRGs elect
representatives to the state board, campaign for
funds and do part of the research.
"Students in the I960's were interested in the
war movement and demonstrations. But in the last
few years, there have been different, kinds of
problems — social issues," Atlas explains. "These
all require sophisticated handling, and the school
year schedule breaks up any sustained efforts."
"PIRG can fill that gap," he says. "Students
can define the problem - land use, telephone
fates, paper companies - whatever they're worried
about. The next step is a series of comprehensive
investigations. A full professional staff can
conclude this, going to court or lobbying for new
•egislation."
Some of the 12 established PIRGs have studied

Linda or Patty Daniels Volleys against Colby

discriminatory hiring and insurance rates in
addition to consumer rights and the environment.
Oregon, Minnesota and Vermont in particular have
succeeded in court actions.
Student fees of between one and two dollars a
semester finance the professional staff.
"Usually local PIRGs start out with a petition
drive to find out if at least SO percent of the
student body supports the basic idea of PIRG and
is willing to pay," Atlas explains. "Then when
student support has been demonstrated, students
can ask that the dues be added onto other college
fees."
Atlas stresses that the tax would not be
imposed on the student body by a small minority
and that students who don't support PIRG will
have their fees refunded.
"We just like to have the fee collection
established since you need a stable funding base
when hiring professionals. The refund PHsn-antm*

that this program doesn't keep on long after the
interest is gone - PIRG automatically folds when
more than 50 percent of the students withdraw,"
he adds. "The petition drive will help educate
people to our goals, too. We feel this stage is sort
of a natural selection period to put PIRG on solid
footing."
The two-year-old PIRGs generally follow a
handbook "Action for a Change" by Ralph Nader
and Donald Ross. However, they are independent
of Nader's Raiders or any other group.
"The way to characterize these groups is as
watchdogs - a thorn in the side of corporations
who act against the public interest," says Atlas.
"The other side of the coin is that if a group is
doing a terrific job, we can reinforce this. We can
make public our praise."
Students who want to help with publicity or
petitioning should contact Fred Demers, Box 241;
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sports:

Inttamural Season Opens
Night football at Bates?!! You heard right!
"This is Howard Cosell joining Frank Gifford and
Don Meredith at the lofty heights of Garcelon
Field..." Well, maybe we're getting ahead of
ourselves; but its a fact that on Tuesday night at
approximately 7:15 P.M., an opening kickoff
marked the first instance of Intramural Football
action under the lights in Bates College history. It
was a historic event of sorts between the
Smith-North and J.B. teams. Although both
line-ups proved formidable, they would seem to
pose no immediate threat to the Monday night
football stars of the N.F.L. In addition, this
reporter makes no pretence to match the literary
genius, wit, and class of Howard, Frank, and
"Dandy" Don. However, the season will continue,
and during the next four weeks, every Tuesday
and Thursday night will witness a contest under
the lights. So although you may experience
technical difficulties, tune us in, it may prove
interesting!
In regular events, the 1972-1973 Bates College
Intramural season got off to a fast start last week
with heated competition in football, six-man
soccer, eleven-man soccer, Softball, and tennis.
Here is a short summary of the week's events:
In A-league football action, a strong
Chase-Pierce team overpowered Adams 20 - 6,
while a tough Hedge-Roger Bill team surprised
J.B., the defending champs 20 - 2. Looking over to
B league, Herrick-Wood Houses rendered a
determined Miiliken House team to a 24 - 12
defeat and Smith Middle victimized a badly
disorganized Page team 32 - 6. I'd rather reserve
any predictions at this time, but as primary scores
would indicate, the A-crown is not to be had for
the asking; and although Herrick-Wood seems to
be the powerhouse in the B division, anything may
happen.
Soccer commenced in both the six-man and the
eleven-man leagues. In Sunday action, a
formidable Page team posted a 1 - 0 shutout

JOHN'S PLACE

victory over Milliken-Herrick-Wood while J.B.
blanked Hedge-Roger Bill 1 - 0. Adams and
Chase-Pierce closed out the action, battling to a I 1 tie. In the only game scheduled in the six-man
league, Page edged Milliken-Herrick-Wood Houses
2-1.
The Double Elimination Softball Tournament
got underway last week with four games
scheduled. Middle outlasted Page 12 - 9 in a
slug-fest, while the Chase-Pierce bats surged to a
20 - 6 thrashing of North. In other action,
Hedge-Roger Bill handled South 9 - 3 and J.B.
gained the win through forfeit. So after the first
round, it will be Middle, J.B., Hedge-Roger Bill,
and Chase-Pierce advancing to the winners'
brackets.
There was limited action in tennis last week.
However there were two double co-ed matched
recorded.
The
Lamson-Psalidas
and
Andrews-Holmes duos both moved into the
quarterfinals by posting victories over the
Larkin-Stuart
and
Hansen-Radding
pairs
respectively. Participants in this tournament are
reminded that court-time will be in higher demand
as he time grows short, so schedule your matches
as soon as possible.
One correction from last article, the Intramural
Bicycle Race will be held on October the eighth,
with sign-ups in the dinner line the Friday before.
Also the Intramural X-Country Meet will be held
as planned on October 15, and sign-ups will again
be in the dinner line the Friday before.

Bedard's Rexall Pharmacy
Inc.
Prescriptions Promptly Filled

Don't Work
Like a Dog

Take your laundry to
Big W and relax.

GEORGIO'S

Maine 50

Bates 4'

The Big W Cleaning Center

Coin-Op.
12 lb. Washers
14 lb. Washers
20 lb. Washers
50 lb. Dryers
10 lb. Dry Cleaners

Prof. Cleaning & Pressing
Individual Garments
Bulk Dry Cleaning
Complete Pressing & Finishing
3-day Shirt Service
Bulk Laundry Service

Open 7 days a week — 7:30 AM to 9:30 PM

Androscoggin

DRIVE-IN & TAKE-OUT

Corner Russell & Sabattus Streets
Ttl: 783-1991

Bates 15

Lewiston Moll (Next to Food Town)
East Ave. and Lisbon St.
ALL NEW WESTINGHOUSE EQUIPMENT

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Sandwiches To Go

X COUNTRY

Bridgeport 8

61 College St., Lewiston - Tel. 784-7521

COLD BEER - CHILLED WINE

» Pizza
Italian Sandwiches
Spaghetti
Spaghetti Dinners
• Tossed Salads
• Hot Roast Beef Sandwich

WEDNESDAY
RESULTS

SOCCER

88 Russell Street

OPEN:
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.-12 Noon

Pierce House Action

Cajnty Savings Bank
LOUIS P. NOUN

LEWISTON-AUBURN, MAINE

Member American Gem
Society
133 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine

"Your Good Neighbor Bonk"
Member F.D.I.C.

